Introduction
Conventional approach used for setting functional electrical stimulation (FES) therapy parameters in neurorehabilitation of stroke survivors is to adjust it by a trained physiotherapist. Brain-computer interface (BCI) technology in association with assistive devices has already shown the potential to restore lost motor function in stroke survivors. However use of BCI for estimating the amount of stimulus needed by stroke patient is limited. There is need to correlate the manually set stimulus strength and information obtained through bio-signals such as EEG. Work in this area is lacking. We tried to work in direction of using BCI approaches to actually understand the condition of patient for accessing the possibility of subjective treatment to each patient to achieve desirable movement. BCI system based on EEG feedback for training stimulator device could improve efficacy of stimulation therapy through optimized feedback [1] . We evaluated the model for BCI based estimation of strength of stimulation required for stroke patient to achieve foot dorsiflexion suitable for comfortable walking. Our system adapts itself as therapeutic use of FES continues. Patient needs the new level of stimulation due to plasticity of the brain. We used EEG from Cz point of motor cortex as a decision making parameter for estimating approximate value of stimulation current necessary for the particular hemiplegic patient [2] . The system extracts information from EEG signal for controlling the stimulator device [3] .
Methods
Recording of EEG signal and stimulation strength EEG data from 15 hemiplegic patients was acquired from Cz point of motor cortex of stroke subjects. EEG signal was recorded using EEG acquisition device (Thought Technology; Biograph Infiniti; Canada). Subjects performed foot dorsiflexion at interval of every 5 seconds. for five minutes. Then EEG data was processed to get temporal and spectral information about all EEG bands. For each subject, stimulation was applied using single channel stimulator (Cefar Compex;Step II; UK) and value of stimulation intensity was recorded for which appropriate dorsiflexion was attained. Then regression analysis was done to find correlation between features from different EEG bands (alpha, beta, delta, gamma, sensorimotor rhythm band information) and stimulation requirement of each patient. Stimulus strength estimation model using BCI: Figure1 shows our BCI based model for calculating optimal stimulus strength to achieve appropriate foot drop dorsiflexion. For this, model used prior data from the pool of subjects recorded at clinical setup. The model was prepared by analysing actual clinical data (EEG and stimulation strength requirement) of 15 subjects. Model comprised of the following steps:  Acquiring a person's EEG signal and Processing it  Extraction of important features from EEG signal for estimation of stimulus strength  Subject dependent model relating important EEG features with stimulation strength requirements  Feedback module for calibrating the estimation model which detects motor execution ability of patient  Stimulation element for providing stimulation to the person according to the BCI feedback information Sample EEG of stroke patients motor cortex and the features selected after analysis of EEG are presented in the Figure 2 . We have designed low weight, miniaturized, portable embedded system (Figure 3) for implementing the proposed model. It consists of microprocessor (Texas Instruments Inc.; USA) in association with integrated analog front end. For acquisition of the EEG data, processing it and implementing the relation presented in this paper. The hardware will be tested in future work as per the model proposed in this paper.
Figure3: Embedded system (Microprocessor and analog front end) for acquisition and processing of EEG data to produce decision about stimulation requirements.
Results
We found that the delta mean amplitude and the alpha peak frequency are the best features for estimating the stimulus strength. Regression model for these parameters and stimulation strength could be expressed by 2 nd degree polynomial as shown in Figure 2 .These features correlate moderately with stimulation strength and having coefficient of determination (R 2 ) up to 0.34 and 0.31 respectively for these features. The R 2 values are seems to be quite lower and suggest moderate correlation. Reason is, features correlations were evaluated independently and noise prone nature of EEG signal. Better correlation could be obtained if multiple features are used simultaneously. All other EEG band amplitudes and frequency parameters are not found significant (R 2 <0.1) and hence are not used in estimating the required current strength in this model.
Discussion
We suggested a BCI model and provided the relationship for estimating stimulus strength required for individual stroke subject using delta mean amplitude and alpha peak frequency from their EEG recordings. This BCI model is suitable to be implemented using low cost, portable embedded system and could act as important point of care (POC) technique to derive the command signal to control the stimulator device. We provided the suitable EEG features and mathematical relationship to achieve this. This is an intelligent system developed for identifying individual stroke patient's stimulus strength requirement without the assistance of the physiotherapist. Future work could be attempted to study the combination of EEG features towards better estimation model and testing it on more number of patients.
